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Course Objective
To familiarize students with embedded system design. Students will have

a thorough understanding of hardware, software and system integration.

 Introduce the basics of subsystems organization, timing and

interfacing.

 Help the student to understand various aspects of hardware design,

such as addressing, bus structures of memory interfacing.

 The students will also learn addressing, bus structures of different

I/O devices interfacing.

 Help the student to understand the interrupt mechanisms

 To provide experience to write software in machine or assembly

language for embedded system applications
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Course Topics
 Revision to microprocessors

Multiplexed pins 

Memory interfacing 

 The programmable peripheral interface 8255

 The programmable interval timer 8254

 The programmable communication interface 8251

 The keyboard interface 8051

 The display interface 8279

 The interrupt controller 8259

 The RS223 interface 

 The DMA 

Micro controllers 

 Floating point numeric coprocessor.
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Textbook:
 “The Intel Microprocessors 8086/8088, 80186/80188, 80286,
80386, 80486, Pentium, and Pentium Pro Processor
Architecture, Programming, and Inter- facing”

References:
 James L. Antonakos . Prentice Hall, 3ed Edition, 1999 The
80x86 Family : Design, Programming and Interfacing by John
Uffenbeck, Third Edition, Prentice Hall

M. Sargent III and R. L. Shoemaker, The IBM Personal
Computer From the Inside Out, Addison-Wesley,

 Douglas V. Hall, Microprocessors and interfacing:
programming and hardware, McGraw-Hill,



Introduction to the Microprocessor and 
Computer

 Detail history of the computer and list applications 
performed by computer systems.

 Provide an overview of the various 80X86 and Pentium 
family members. 

Draw the block diagram of a computer system and explain 
the purpose of each block.

 Describe the function of the microprocessor and detail its 
basic operation.

 Define the contents of the memory system in the personal 
computer



 Idea of computing system not new. Calculating with a machine 
dates to 500 BC.

 Babylonians invented the abacus. 
o first mechanical calculator
o strings of beads perform calculations
o used by ancient priests to keep track of storehouses of grain.
o still in use today

The Mechanical Age
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In 1642 mathematician Blaise Pascal invented a calculator 
constructed of gears and wheels.

o each gear contained 10 teeth, When moved one complete 
revolution, a second gear advances one place. same principle 
used in automobile odometer
oBasis of all mechanical calculators.

The Mechanical Age
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 Charles Babbage commissioned in 1823 by Royal Astronomical 
Society to build programmable calculating machine to generate 
Royal Navy navigational table

o He began to create his Analytical Engine.

o steam-powered mechanical computer.
o stored a thousand 20-digit decimal numbers
o variable program could modify function of the machine to perform various 
calculating tasks.
o input through punched cards,
o analytical Engine required more than 50,000 machined parts, which could 
not be made with enough precision to allow his engine to function reliably

The Mechanical Age
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 1800s saw advent of the electric motor.
o Also a multitude of electrically motor-driven adding machines
based on the Pascal mechanical calculator.

 In 1889, Herman Hollerith developed the punched card for storing
data. Also developed mechanical machine that counted, sorted, and
collated information stored on punched cards.

o driven by one of the new electric motors

o He commissioned to use system to store and tabulate 1890 census information
in US.

The Electrical Age

o In 1896 Hollerith formed Tabulating
Machine Company. became
International Business Machines
Corporation. IBM.
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 In 1941: Konrad Zuse, invented the first modern electromechanical
computer. Z3

o invented for aircraft and missile design during World War II for the
German war effort
o Z3 a relay logic machine clocked at 5.33 Hz.

The Electrical Age
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 In 1943: First electronic computer placed in operation to break secret
German military codes. System invented by Alan Turing Colossus

o used vacuum tubes,
o Although design allowed it to break secret German military codes
it could not solve other problems.
o Colossus not programmable “a special-purpose computer”

The Electrical Age
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 1946: First general-purpose, programmable electronic computer
system developed at University of Pennsylvania

o Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator(ENIAC),
o over 17,000 vacuum tubes;
o500 miles of wires
o weighed over 30 tons
o about 100,000 operations per second
o Programmed by rewiring its circuits-process took many workers
several days–workers changed electrical connections on plugboards
like early telephone switchboards
o Required frequent maintenance–vacuum tube service life a
problem

The Electrical Age
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Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator (ENIAC), 
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 December 23, 1947, John Bardeen, William Shockley, and Walter
Brattain develop the transistor at Bell Labs.

 Followed by 1958 invention of the integrated circuit (IC) by Jack Kilby
of Texas Instruments.

 IC led to development of digital integrated circuits in the 1960s.

 First microprocessor developed at Intel Corporation in 1971.
o Intel engineers developed the 4004 microprocessor- Device 
started the microprocessor revolution continued today

The Electrical Age
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The Microprocessor Age

World’s first microprocessor the Intel 4004.

 A 4-bit microprocessor-programmable controller on a chip.

 Addressed 4096, 4-bit-wide memory locations.
o 4-bit-wide memory location often called a nibble

 The 4004 instruction set contained 45 instructions

 Fabricated with then-current state-of-the-art P-channel
MOSFET technology.

 Executed instructions at 50 KIPs (kilo-instructions per second).

Main problems with early microprocessor were speed, word
width, and memory size.
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The Microprocessor Age

Evolution of 4-bit microprocessor ended when Intel released
the 4040, an updated 4004. operated at a higher speed; lacked
improvements in word width and memory size

 Texas Instruments and others also produced 4-bit
microprocessors. still survives in low-end applications such as
microwave ovens and small control systems. Calculators still
based on 4-bit BCD (binary-coded decimal) codes

 Intel released 8008 in 1971.
o extended 8-bit version of 4004 microprocessor
o Addressed expanded memory of 16K bytes.
o Contained additional instructions, 48 total.
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The Microprocessor Age

 Intel introduced 8080 microprocessor in 1973.
o first of the modern 8-bit microprocessors
o addressed 64K bytes memory vs l6K bytes for 8008
o Executed additional instructions;
o 10x faster : e.g., addition 2.0 µs 8080 vs. 20 µs 8008
o Interfacing made easier and less expensive.

Motorola Corporation introduced MC6800 microprocessor
about six months later.

o 8080 and, to a lesser degree, the MC6800 ushered in the
age of the microprocessor.

Other companies soon introduced their own versions of the 8-
bit microprocessor
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The Microprocessor Age

 Only Intel and Motorola continue to create new, improved
microprocessors.

o IBM also produces Motorola-style microprocessors

Motorola sold its microprocessor division.
o now called Freescale Semiconductors, Inc.

 Zilog still manufactures microprocessors.
o microcontrollers and embedded controllers instead of
general-purpose microprocessors 20



The Microprocessor Age

 In 1974 first PC The MITS Altair 8800, was released
o BASIC language interpreter for the Altair 8800 computer
developed in 1975. Bill Gates and Paul Allen, founders of
Microsoft Corporation

 In 1977 Intel introduced 8085
o Last 8-bit, Intel general-purpose microprocessor
o 769,230 instructions per second vs 500,000 on the 8080.
o Intel has sold over 100 million of the 8085.
o manufactured by many other companies e.g., Advanced
Micro Devices AMD over 200 million in existence

 Zilog Corporation sold 500 million of their 8-bit Z80
microprocessors.

o The Z-80 is machine language–compatible with the 8085.
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The Microprocessor Age

 In 1978 Intel released the 8086; a year or so later, it released
the 8088.

o 16-bit microprocessors.
o 2.5 millions of instructions per second
o addressed 1M byte of memory.
o Another feature was a 4- or 6-byte instruction cache.
o Number of instructions increased from 45 on the 4004, to
246 on the 8085 over 20,000 variations on the 8086 & 8088
o These microprocessors are called CISC (complex instruction
set computers).
o provided more internal register storage space.

 In 1981 popularity of Intel ensured when IBM chose the 8088
in its personal computer.
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The Microprocessor Age
 In 1983 Intel released the 80286 an updated 8086

o almost identical to the 8086/8088 – addressed 16M-byte
memory system instead of a 1M-byte system
o clock speed increased in 8.0 Mhz 4.0 MIPs

 Applications demanded faster microprocessor speeds, more
memory, and wider data paths. Intel produced an earlier,
unsuccessful 32-bit microprocessor called iapx-432

 In 1986 Intel released the 80386 .
o a 32-bit data bus and 32-bit memory address. Memory ?!
o 80386SX addressed 16M bytes of memory through a 16-bit
data and 24-bit address bus.
o 80386SL/80386SLC addressed 32M bytes memory via 16-bit
data, 25-bit address bus.
o 80386SLC contained an internal cache to process data at
even higher rates. 23



The Microprocessor Age

 Intel released 80386EX in 1995

o Called an embedded PC.

o computer on a single integrated circuit

o 24 lines for input/output data.

o 26-bit address bus; 

o 16-bit data bus.

o DRAM refresh controller.

o Programmable chip selection logic
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The Microprocessor Age

 In 1989 Intel released the 80486

o Highly integrated package.

o 80386-like microprocessor

o 80387-like numeric coprocessor.

o 8K-byte cache memory system.

o Internal structure of 80486 modified so about half of its 
instructions executed in one clock instead of two clocks.

o 50 MHz, about half of instructions executed in 50 MIPs

o Other versions 80486DX2, 80486DX4, 80486SX
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The Microprocessor Age

 In 1993  Intel introduced Pentium 

o Intel decided not to use a number because it appeared to 
be impossible to copyright a number 

o originally labeled the P5 or 80586 was similar to 80386 and 
80486 microprocessors.

o Introductory versions  60 MHz & 66 MHz, and a speed of 
110 MIPs.

o Cache size was increased to 16KB vs. 8KB in 80486.

o Memory system up to 4G bytes, data bus width 64 bits

o included additional instructions multimedia extensions 
MMX , no high-level language support for instructions
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The Microprocessor Age

 In 1993  Intel introduced Pentium 

o contains two independent internal integer processors called 
superscaler technology
o Jump prediction speeds execution of program loops;
oPentium to replace some RISC (reduced instruction set 
computer) machines.
o RISC processors execute more than one instruction per 
clock.

Motorola, Apple, and IBM produce PowerPC, a RISC with two 
integer units and a floating-point unit.

o boosts Macintosh performance, but slow to efficiently 
emulate Intel microprocessors
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The Microprocessor Age

 1998 reports showed 96% of all PCs shipped with the Windows 
operating system.

 6 million Apple Macintosh systems, 260 million personal 
computers based on Intel microprocessors.

 Apple computer replaced PowerPC with the Intel Pentium in most 
of its computer systems

 1995 Pentium Pro Processor formerly named the P6.
o 3 integer units, floating-point unit, 
o clock frequency 150 and 166 MHz
o 16K level-one cache, 256K level-two (L2) cache
o execute up to three instructions at a time, execute in parallel
o efficiently execute 32-bit code. Windows NT 
o address 4G-byte or a 64G
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The Microprocessor Age

 Pentium II, released 1997, represents new direction for Intel.
o on a small circuit board, instead of being an integrated circuit.
o Microprocessor on the Pentium II module actually Pentium Pro 
with MMX extensions
o In 1998 Intel changed Pentium II bus speed

 Intel announced Xeon in mid-1998.
o specifically designed for high-end workstation and server 
applications
o Xeon available with 32K L1 cache and L2 cache size of 512K, 
1M, or 2M bytes.
o designed to function with four Xeons in the same system, 
similar to Pentium Pro.
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The Microprocessor Age

Pentium III Microprocessor faster 
core than Pentium II
100 Mhz memory bus. Celeron 
memory bus clock speed 66 MHz
 Pentium 4 available 2000., uses Intel 
P6 architecture

o up to 3.2 GHz and faster.
o–supporting chip sets use 
RAMBUS or DDR memory in place 
of SDRAM technology 

 Core2 is available at speeds of up to 
3 GHz.

o improvement in internal 
integration, at 45 nm technology 30



The Microprocessor Age

Recent modifications to Pentium 4 and Core2 include a 64-bit core 
and multiple cores.

o 40 address pins allow up to 1T of memory to be accessed
o Also allows 64-bit integer arithmetic

Biggest advancement is inclusion of multiple cores  i3, i5, i7
o each core executes a separate task in a program
o Increases speed of execution if program is written to take 
advantage of multiple cores –called multithreaded applications
o Intel manufactures dual and quad core versions; number of 
cores will likely increase to eight or even sixteen
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Where are the embedded devices?
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Computer Technology  Dramatic Change
• Processor

– 2X in speed every 1.5 years; 
100X performance in last decade

• Memory

– DRAM capacity: 2X / 2 years; 64X size in last decade

– Cost per bit:  improves about 25% per year

• Disk

– capacity: > 2X in size every 1.0 years

– Cost per bit:  improves about 100% per year

– 250X size in last decade
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“If the automobile had followed the same 

development cycle as the computer, a 

Rolls-Royce would today cost $100, get a 

million miles per gallon” 

– Robert X. Cringely
Technical Writer, Broadcaster and Computer Guy

http://www.pbs.org/cringely/about/
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Why Study Microprocessor Design?
• It’s exciting!; It has never been more exciting!
• It impacts every other aspect of electrical 

engineering and computer science
Bionics:

Sensors in latex fingers 

instantly register hot 

and cold, and an electronic 

interface in his artificial 

limb stimulates the nerve 

endings in his upper arm, 

which then pass the 

information to his brain. 

The $3,000 system allows

his hand to feel pressure 

and weight, so for the first 

time since losing his arms 

in a 1986 accident, he can 

pick up a can of soda 

without crushing it or 

having it slip through his 

fingers. One Digital Day
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Why Study Microprocessor Design? 

° (as reported in Microprocessor Report, Vol 13, No. 5)
• Emotion Engine: 6.2 GFLOPS, 75 million polygons per second

• Graphics Synthesizer: 2.4 Billion pixels per second
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Why Study Microprocessor Design?

Wireless Sensor Networks Platform
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What is this course about?

I/O systemProcessor

Compiler

Operating

System
(Windows XP)

Application (Netscape)

Digital Design

Circuit Design

Instruction Set
Architecture

Datapath & Control 

transistors

MemoryHardware

Software Assembler

EE427
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Computers Classification
 Computers can be generally classified by size and data processing
speed as follows:

o Supercomputer: the most powerful and fastest, very expensive,
developed in 1980s, process large amount of data, solve the
complicated scientific problems (e.g., Weather forecasting,
Nuclear energy research, Aircraft design, Automotive design,
Online banking, control industrial units), large number of
processors connected parallel, handle thousands of users
separately.

Tianhe over 2½ quadrillion FLOPs 39



Computers Classification
o Mainframe : large-scale less than supercomputers, very
expensive, multiple processors, several thousand of users, access
from terminals (monitor and a keyboard) or personal computers,
used as servers in large organizations (Banks, Airlines and
Universities etc), IBM is the major manufacturer 1952 .

IMB zEnterprise 40



Computers Classification
Minicomputers: smaller size, lower processing speed and cost
than mainframe, known as minicomputers because small size,
used as servers business education government departments,
handle multiple terminals introduced 1960s by Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC).

 Microcomputer: PCs. very small in size and cost, IBM-PC 1981
o Laptop computer, Desktop/Workstation, Network computer,
Handheld compute (PDA, cell phone)

 Other categorization in an ascending of computer sizes:
embedded systems, microcomputer, workstation, minicomputer,
cluster, mainframe, supercomputer, parallel processing system.
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Computer System

 A Computer is a programmable machine: 
o responds to a specific set of instructions in a well-defined 
manner. 
o can execute a prerecorded list of instructions (a program ). 

o consist of machinery (wires, transistors, and circuits is called 
hardware) and the instructions and data are called software. 

o Memory: Enables a computer to store, at least temporarily, 
data and programs. 

o Mass storage device: Allows a computer to permanently retain 
large amounts of data. disk drives and tape drives. 

o Central processing unit (CPU): The heart of the computer, this 
is the component that actually executes instructions. 
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Computer Systems

Microprocessor μP : A silicon chip that contains a CPU.
microprocessor and CPU are used interchangeably.

o Microprocessors also control the logic of almost all digital
devices, from clock radios to fuel-injection systems for
automobiles.
o Three basic characteristics differentiate microprocessors:

o Instruction set: The set of instructions that the
microprocessor can execute: RISC or CISC
o Bandwidth: The number of bits processed in a single
instruction.
o Clock speed: determines how many instructions per
second the processor can execute.
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Computer Systems

Controller: A device that controls the transfer of data between a
computer and a peripheral device e.g., display screens, printers.

o In PCs the controllers are often single chips.
o PC comes with all the necessary controllers, new devices
need to insert new controllers.
o Controllers designed to communicate with expansion bus.

 There are three standard bus architectures for PCs:
o the ISA bus, PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect ) and
SCSI (small computer system interface ).
o PCI, Intel, PCs newer versions of the Macintosh computer.
o SCSI, a parallel interface standard, Apples, PCs, and many
UNIX systems. Faster than standard serial and parallel ports
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Computer Systems

Microcontroller: A highly integrated chip that contains all the
components comprising a controller.

o CPU, RAM, some form of ROM, I/O ports, and timers.
o designed for a very specific task
o self-contained and functions as a tiny, dedicated computer.
o part of an embedded system.

MICRO CONTROLLER
• It is a single chip 
• Consists Memory, I/o ports 

MICRO PROCESSER
• It is a CPU 
• Memory, I/O Ports to be connected externally 
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Computer Systems

Embedded system: A specialized computer system that is part of
a larger system or machine.

o housed on a single microprocessor board with the programs
stored in ROM.

o Appliances that have a digital Interface e.g., watches,
microwaves, VCRs.

o Some embedded systems include an operating system, but
many are so specialized that the entire logic can be
implemented as a single program.
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Computer Systems

 block diagram of the personal computer:
o Diagram composed of three blocks interconnected by buses.
o Applies to any computer system, from early mainframe
computers to the latest systems.
o a bus is the set of common connections that carry the same
type of information
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Computer Systems

 The Memory and I/O System o Memory structure Intel-
based IBM or IBM-
compatible PC for DOS

transient program area 
48



Computer Systems

 Transient Program Area

o Memory structure Intel-
based IBM or IBM-
compatible PC for DOS
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Computer Systems

 The System Area

o Smaller than the TPA

o contains programs on ROM
and data on RAM.
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Computer Systems
 The transient program area (TPA)

51

o Modern computers use a different
memory map with Windows than
DOS memory maps.

o The difference between it and the
DOS memory map are sizes and
locations of these areas.

o TPA is first 2GB, holds system
programs, data and drivers.

o System area is last 2GB.



Computer Systems

 I/O Space

o extends from I/O port
0000H to port FFFFH.

o Access to most I/O devices
should always be made
through Windows, DOS, or
BIOS function calls
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Computer Systems

Buses : A common group of wires that interconnect components
in a computer system.

o Three buses exist for this transfer of information: address,
data, and control.
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Computer Systems
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Computer Systems

55

The physical memory systems of the 8086 through the Core2 
microprocessors.



Computer Systems
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The physical memory systems of the 8086 through the Core2 
microprocessors.



Computer Systems
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The physical memory systems of the 8086 through the Core2 
microprocessors.



Computer Systems

 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS

o ASCII,

o Unicode,

o BCD,

o signed and unsigned integers, and

o floating-point numbers (real numbers).

o Other forms are available but are not commonly found.
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Computer Systems

 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)

o data represent alphanumeric characters in computer memory.

o Standard ASCII code is a 7-bit code.

o eighth and most significant bit used to hold parity

o If used with a printer, most significant bits are 0 for alphanumeric
printing; 1 for graphics.

o extended ASCII character set is selected by placing 1 in the
leftmost bit. (foreign letters, punctuation, Greek & mathematical
characters)



Computer Systems
 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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Computer Systems

 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o Many Windows-based applications use the Unicode system to
store alphanumeric data.

o stores each character as 16-bit data

o Codes 0000H–00FFH are the same as standard ASCII code.

o Remaining codes, 0100H–FFFFH, store all special characters from
many character sets.

o Allows software for Windows to be used in many countries around
the world.



Computer Systems

 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o BCD (Binary-Coded Decimal) Data: digit extends from 0000 to
1001, stored in two forms:
o unpacked form:

– stored as one digit per byte, returned from a keypad or
keyboard (devices that perform a minimal amount of simple
arithmetic )

o packed form:
– stored as two digits per byte; used for BCD addition and
subtraction in the instruction set of the microprocessor



Computer Systems
 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o Byte-Sized Data : unsigned and signed integers.
o Difference in these forms is the weight of the leftmost bit position.

– value 128 for the unsigned integer
– minus128 for the signed integer

o Unsigned integers range 00H to FFH (0–255)
o Signed integers from -128 to 0 to + 127.
o Negative signed numbers represented in this way are stored in the
two’s complement form.



Computer Systems
 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o Word/doubleword-Sized Data 16/32-bits
o The least significant byte always stored in the lowest-numbered
memory location. Most significant byte is stored in the highest.
o This method of storing a number is called the little endian format.



Computer Systems
 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o Real Numbers or a floating-point number
o contains two parts a 24-bit mantissa, significand, or fraction and
an 8-bit exponent plus 1-bit sign.
o A 4-byte number is called single-precision.
o The 8-byte form is called double-precision.



Computer Systems
 COMPUTER DATA FORMATS
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o Real Numbers or a floating-point number


